Application For Funding – Steel Percussion Instruments
Name:
Position:
Department/Facility:
Contact Phone Number:
Contact Email:
To whom it may concern,
I was recently introduced to the steel percussion instruments produced by Kindred Spirit Steel Drums, and believe
that one of their products would be advantageous to my work. Steel Percussion Instruments such as Steel Tongue Drums,
Tongue-Pans and Handpans have the ability to create a connection between the player and their own inner-world regardless
of age or musical experience. They can be used to attain a deep meditative state, for healing purposes, and for the care-free
experimentation with music. Not only are they a powerful musical tool for the physically-able, they are very beneficial to
those who may have developmental or physical disabilities as they are highly accessible and very easy to play. I believe
Steel Percussion Instruments can be a vehicle for learning and healing in ways that other instruments cannot, which is why I
am submitting this form for funding, in the hopes of acquiring one.
The instruments in question can be viewed on Kindred Spirit Steel Drums website (www.kindredspiritdrums.com)
where there is a wealth of information, pictures and audio recordings, but I've also included a few pictures here for ease of
reference and to create familiarity.

To Summarize: A steel percussion instrument such as a Steel Tongue Drum, Tongue_Pans or Handpan would be
beneficial to my work because they are soothing, joyous, accessible and are capable of teaching music in ways that other
instruments are unable to.
I have spoken with Brynn Clingwall, the owner of Kindred Spirit Steel Drums and understand that his company
offers a discount on instruments when they are provided to schools/retreat centres/treatment facilities and other
establishments that do humanitarian and/or healing work.
With that being said, the funding amount I am requesting is ________________________,
.

For:_____________________________________________________________________.
*The funding amount includes all taxes, shipping, and accessories required for this purchase.
Sincerely,

